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Abstract 1 

Background 2 

The success of epilepsy surgery in patients with refractory epilepsy depends upon correct 3 

identification of the epileptogenic zone (EZ) and an optimal choice of the resection area. In this study 4 

we developed individualized computational models based upon structural brain networks to explore 5 

the impact of different virtual resections on the propagation of seizures. 6 

Methods 7 

The propagation of seizures was modelled as an epidemic process (susceptible-infected-recovered 8 

(SIR) model) on individual structural networks derived from presurgical diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 9 

in 19 patients. The candidate connections for the virtual resection were all connections from the 10 

clinically hypothesized EZ, from which the seizures were modelled to start, to other brain areas. As a 11 

computationally feasible surrogate for the SIR model, we also removed the connections that 12 

maximally reduced the Eigenvector Centrality (EC) (large values indicate network hubs) of the 13 

hypothesized EZ, with a large reduction meaning a large effect. The optimal combination of 14 

connections to be removed for a maximal effect were found using simulated annealing. For 15 

comparison, the same number of connections were removed randomly, or based on measures that 16 

quantify the importance of a node or connection within the network. 17 

Results 18 

We found that 90% of the effect (defined as reduction of EC of the hypothesized EZ) could already be 19 

obtained by removing substantially less than 90% of the connections. Thus, a smaller, optimized, 20 

virtual resection achieved almost the same effect as the actual surgery yet at a considerably smaller 21 

cost, sparing on average 27.49% (standard deviation: 4.65%) of the connections. Furthermore, the 22 

maximally effective connections linked the hypothesized EZ to hubs. Finally, the optimized resection 23 

was more effective than random removal of the same number of connections, and equally or more 24 

effective than removal based on structural network characteristics. 25 

Conclusion 26 

The approach of using reduced EC as a surrogate for simulating seizure propagation can suggest 27 

more restrictive resection strategies, whilst obtaining an almost optimal effect on reducing seizure 28 

propagation, by taking into account the unique topology of individual structural brain networks of 29 

patients.  30 
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 1 

Introduction 2 

Resective epilepsy surgery is the treatment of choice for refractory epilepsy in carefully selected 3 

patients who undergo a rigorous presurgical evaluation (Englot, 2018). Often, patients with a good 4 

surgical outcome are not only free of disabling seizures, but also experience an improvement in their 5 

cognitive abilities and quality of life (Fiest et al., 2014). Even though most patients achieve an 6 

improvement in the seizure burden, epilepsy surgery is not always successful and may require repeat 7 

surgery (Englot et al., 2014). Approximately one-third of patients do not become seizure-free after 8 

surgery (Jobst and Cascino, 2015). The success of surgery depends on successful localization of the 9 

epileptogenic zone and the choice of the resection area. In the last decade, a rethinking of the 10 

concept of the epileptogenic zone has taken place. The epileptogenic zone is defined as a 11 

circumscribed area that needs to be removed or disconnected to achieve seizure freedom (Lüders et 12 

al., 2006). However, current views advocate the existence of an epileptogenic network instead of a 13 

locally confined epileptogenic zone (Bartolomei et al., 2017; Keller et al., 2017; Richardson, 2012; 14 

Stam, 2014; Zijlmans et al., 2019). In a network, local resections can have widespread effects, even at 15 

remote locations, that cannot be directly predicted from the location of the removed region itself 16 

(Tavakol et al., 2019; van Dellen et al., 2013). Similarly, a local resection of pathological tissue might 17 

not prevent the epileptogenic network from forming a new seizure onset zone (defined as the 18 

regions where seizures start (Lüders et al., 2006)) over time (Najm et al., 2013). The brain network 19 

varies from one patient to the next (Bassett et al., 2011; Jirsa et al., 2017), but the network itself and 20 

its variability between patients are not taken into account in current surgical procedures. To find the 21 

area in a network that should be resected requires imaging modalities that cover the entire brain, as 22 

well as ways to evaluate the effect of a local resection on activity in the entire network at the level of 23 

the individual patient (precision medicine). 24 

Side-effects and cognitive complaints often occur after surgery, depending on the brain areas 25 

involved, but these complaints vary between patients and are difficult to predict (Jobst and Cascino, 26 

2015). Some of the side-effects and complaints could potentially be avoided with a smaller resection 27 

area. Resection areas are often larger than necessary (Helmstaedter, 2013), sometimes because 28 

healthy tissue is removed to access the pathologic tissue (as in mesial temporal resections), but also 29 

because the risk of not removing all of the pathological tissue, resulting in recurrent seizures, often 30 

outweighs the benefits of fewer side-effects after surgery (Okonma et al., 2011). A priori tailoring of 31 

resection areas would be feasible if different resection strategies could be tested beforehand and 32 

network effects predicted reliably. 33 
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Individualized computer models to aid epilepsy surgery could overcome many of the above 1 

mentioned challenges and thereby improve surgical outcome (Junges et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2014; 2 

Wang et al., 2019). The main advantages are 1) surgery can be individualized by modelling activity, 3 

and in particular the propagation of seizures, on a patient-specific structural brain network, and 2) 4 

competing resection strategies can be tested in silico before the actual surgery, thereby 5 

demonstrating which strategy would be the most effective at the lowest ‘cost’ in terms of removed 6 

tissue. The individualization of the model can be based on some important interpersonal differences 7 

for epilepsy: the location of the seizure onset zone (SOZ) and the pathways of propagation of seizure 8 

activity. The propagation strongly depends on the structural brain network of the patient (Shah et al., 9 

2019), which maps the anatomical connections between the different brain regions. It is conceivable 10 

that in many patients resections can be smaller than is currently the case, as the model can test 11 

which tissue/connection needs to be removed and which can safely remain in place whilst still 12 

achieving a satisfactory control of seizures. In addition, more effective resections can also be 13 

searched for, for example at different locations or when there are multiple hypotheses about the EZ 14 

location. 15 

Several recent studies have applied computer models to smaller groups of patients with epilepsy (An 16 

et al., 2019; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Hutchings et al., 2015; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; 17 

Lopes et al., 2018; Olmi et al., 2019; Proix et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2017; Steimer et al., 2017; Yang et 18 

al., 2018). Most model studies identify epileptogenic areas using their model and predict surgery 19 

outcome (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2010; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018; Sinha et al., 20 

2017). For example, both Sinha et al. and Goodfellow et al. found epileptogenic areas in their model, 21 

virtually resected them, and predicted surgery outcome based on the effect on the model with an 22 

accuracy of 81% (Sinha et al., 2017) or an area-under-the-curve (AUC) of 0.87 (Goodfellow et al., 23 

2016). Another study calculated the overlap of the epileptogenic nodes identified by the model with 24 

the actual resection and found larger overlap in patients with a good outcome (Laiou et al., 2019). In 25 

ictal functional networks, the elevated ability to generate seizures (Lopes et al., 2018) as well as the 26 

fraction of virtually resected rich-club nodes (Lopes et al., 2017) correlated with surgery success. 27 

Other studies used computer models to find epileptogenic nodes and evaluated their properties. The 28 

virtual resection of those epileptogenic nodes reduced the epileptogenic activity (Yang et al., 2018), 29 

and had a larger effect compared to a standard clinical resection in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) 30 

patients (Hutchings et al., 2015).  31 

Another approach is to test the actual surgery in the model: Steimer et al. removed the areas that 32 

were resected during the actual surgery in their model and found that the developing seizure could 33 

be stopped in seizure-free (SF) but not in not seizure-free (NSF) patients (Steimer et al., 2017). Olmi 34 
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and colleagues used the actually resected connections as reference and showed that removing fewer 1 

connections in their model achieved the same effect as the actual surgery (Olmi et al., 2019). Thus, 2 

instead of removing the EZ the seizure propagation pathways were severed to ensure seizure 3 

freedom. The same group compared the areas of propagation in the model to those in SEEG and 4 

concluded that the overlap predicted surgery outcome (Proix et al., 2017). Removing the propagation 5 

pathways to limit seizure propagation is an effective approach in cases where the epileptogenic zone 6 

involves eloquent cortex and therefore would be inoperable (An et al., 2019). 7 

These studies have used different models (see (Junges et al., 2019) for detailed description): models 8 

based on neural masses (An et al., 2019; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Olmi et al., 2019; Proix et al., 2017; 9 

Yang et al., 2018), theta models – an approximation of neural masses in networks (Laiou et al., 2019; 10 

Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018), bistable models (Hutchings et al., 2015; Kalitzin et al., 2010; 11 

Sinha et al., 2017), and a distributional clustering model (Steimer et al., 2017). All these models are 12 

complicated with several (often nonlinear) parameters that need to be estimated beforehand. This 13 

hampers the accurate estimation of the optimal resection strategy, as every parameter needs to be 14 

adjusted to the optimal range in order to give an accurate and reproducible prediction for each 15 

tested resection strategy. Simpler models with few parameters might prove more reproducible, 16 

especially if the behavior of the model is understood mathematically. A full mathematical 17 

understanding of a model aids the application and especially the interpretation of the results. 18 

In a model, the brain activity is typically simulated on the backbone of a network (An et al., 2019; 19 

Goodfellow et al., 2016; Hutchings et al., 2015; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 20 

2018; Olmi et al., 2019; Proix et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2017). Such a network can be derived for each 21 

patient from functional (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 22 

2018; Sinha et al., 2017) or structural (An et al., 2019; Hutchings et al., 2015; Olmi et al., 2019; Proix 23 

et al., 2017) data. However, as the function (brain activity) is simulated using the model, it is more 24 

intuitive to use a structural network on which the dynamics take place. Some of the previous studies 25 

have used whole brain networks (An et al., 2019; Hutchings et al., 2015; Olmi et al., 2019; Proix et al., 26 

2017), whereas others have studied partial networks derived from intracranial recordings 27 

(Goodfellow et al., 2016; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018; Sinha et al., 2017). 28 

The limitation of partial networks is that network-wide effects beyond the assessed brain areas are 29 

not taken into account. It is therefore preferable to study structural and entire brain networks, as 30 

they map the main pathways of all lobes of the brain upon which the functional activity unfolds.  31 

A recent study performed virtual resections based on a network framework, such as our surrogate 32 

approach (Kini et al., 2019). Their measure to estimate the effect of the virtual surgery was 33 
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synchronizability, which is a measure of the ability to maintain global synchronization (Boccaletti et 1 

al., 2006). The authors calculated synchronizability on functional networks derived from 2 

electrocorticography (ECoG) measurements and found that the change in synchronizability after 3 

virtually removing the resection area predicted surgical outcome, although this result was not 4 

significant after multiple comparisons corrections. However, synchronizability is defined for 5 

structural networks and requires several assumptions that are not fulfilled in brain data, such as 6 

identical dynamical units (Papo and Buldú, 2019). Its application to functional brain networks leaves 7 

the interpretation unclear and without theoretical foundation. 8 

Here we introduce a personalized computer model, based upon individual structural brain networks, 9 

to guide epilepsy surgery and improve surgical outcome. The dynamic model is derived from the field 10 

of epidemics and has the advantage that it is mathematically well-understood, simple and only has 11 

two free parameters (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015). The model 12 

captures one aspect of the epileptic brain that is relevant for surgery, namely the propagation of 13 

seizures over the network, rather than the underlying biology. We chose an epidemic model to 14 

simulate this process, because there is a striking similarity in the way an infectious disease spreads in 15 

a population and how a seizure spreads in a brain network. Furthermore, many definite results have 16 

been obtained in the study of spreading of infections on graphs (Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015). This 17 

knowledge can be used to guide model choice and interpretation. We applied this model to the 18 

whole-brain network derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) for each individual patient, thereby 19 

personalizing the optimal virtual resection. The model was tested retrospectively in a preliminary 20 

study with 19 patients who had been operated, and of whom the surgical outcome at least one year 21 

after surgery was known. 22 

  23 
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Methods 1 

Patients 2 

We retrospectively analyzed 19 patients (11 females) with refractory epilepsy (Table 1). All patients 3 

underwent epilepsy surgery at the Amsterdam University Medical Center, location VUmc, between 4 

2013-2016. We included all patients who for their presurgical evaluation had received a clinical DTI 5 

scan and magnetoencephalography (MEG) recording since 2010 (the MEG data was not used in this 6 

study). We excluded patients with previous epilepsy surgery, an infiltrating tumor or absence of a 7 

signed informed consent. The patient group was heterogeneous with temporal and extratemporal 8 

resection locations and different etiology, the most common being mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS), 9 

malformations of cortical development (MCD), and gliosis. Surgical outcome was classified according 10 

to the Engel classification at least one year after the operation. Patients with Engel class 1 were 11 

labelled as SF, and patients with Engel class 2-4 were labelled as NSF. All patients gave written 12 

informed consent and the study was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by 13 

the VUmc Medical Ethics Committee. 14 

Individualized structural networks 15 

DTI and T1 acquisition 16 

The individualized computer model was based on the structural brain network of each patient, which 17 

was reconstructed from the patient’s DTI scans. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans (T1 and 18 

DTI) were acquired on a 3T whole-body MR scanner (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, 19 

Wisconsin, USA) using an eight-channel phased-array head coil. Anatomical 3D T1-weighted images 20 

were obtained at 1mm isotropic resolution with a fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence 21 

(repetition time: 4.6ms, echo time: 2.0ms, inversion time: 650ms, flip angle: 15 degrees). The DTI 22 

were obtained with a 2D echo-planar sequence (repetition time: 7200ms, echo time: 80ms, 70 slices, 23 

2mm isotropic resolution, 24 diffusion gradient directions (b = 750s/mm2) and 4 non-diffusion-24 

weighted measurements. During reconstruction, images were interpolated to 1x1mm in-plane 25 

resolution. 26 

DTI and T1 processing 27 

The following processing steps of the MR images were performed using the Functional MRI of the 28 

Brain (FMRIB) software library (FSL), version 5.0.10 (Jenkinson et al., 2012). Structural connectivity 29 

matrices were derived from probabilistic tractography between 92 pre-defined regions-of-interest 30 

(ROIs). We used 78 cortical ROIs (Gong et al., 2009) from the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) 31 
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atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) defined in MNI standard space and 14 subcortical ROIs from 1 

FIRST (Patenaude et al., 2011) defined in T1-space. The pre-operative T1 scan was registered to the 2 

MNI template of the AAL atlas, and the inverse transformation was used to convert the AAL ROIs to 3 

T1 subject space. Subsequently, the cortical and subcortical ROIs were combined in T1 space. The rim 4 

of each ROI (i.e. the border between grey and white matter) was used as a seed as well as a target 5 

point for probabilistic tracking. For the cortical ROIs, the white matter mask was obtained using 6 

SIENAX (Smith et al., 2002), and a rim of two voxels thickness was obtained by first dilating the white 7 

matter mask and subsequently subtracting an eroded white matter mask. The resulting rim was 8 

multiplied with the AAL atlas in subject space to get rim masks for each cortical ROI. Rim masks of the 9 

subcortical ROIs were calculated by eroding the subcortical masks by two voxels and subtracting this 10 

eroded mask from the original subcortical masks. For the DTI images, head motion and eddy currents 11 

were corrected using EDDY from FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT). The default of three fiber 12 

orientations were modelled per voxel using BEDPOSTX (Behrens et al., 2007), and probabilistic 13 

tracking was done using PROBTRACKX2 in DTI space (Behrens et al., 2007). From each voxel in the 14 

seed ROIS 5000 tracts were started (with a curvature threshold of 0.2 and step length of 0.5mm) and 15 

were terminated if one of the 91 target ROIs was reached. We discarded tracts with interhemispheric 16 

crossings outside the corpus callosum or the fornix. The number of tracts between ROIs were not 17 

corrected for the size of the seed or target region, as it is realistic that larger regions have more 18 

tracks than smaller regions. 19 

Structural network 20 

The sum of all tracts from each ROI to all other ROIs resulted in a weighted DTI connectivity matrix. 21 

The tract counts were averaged in both directions to get a symmetrical matrix. The matrix was 22 

binarized and thresholded to a connection density of 11%, to match the connection density of a 23 

literature-based structural matrix obtained from 80 healthy subjects (Gong et al., 2009). Additionally,  24 

we obtained an average matrix by averaging all individual full weighted matrices and thresholded to 25 

11% connection density, and compared the main results of using the individual matrices to results 26 

using the average matrix. We also compared the main results of using the binarized and thresholded 27 

matrices to results obtained using the weighted matrix without a threshold. 28 

SIR model 29 

To simulate the propagation of seizure activity on individualized structural brain networks we used 30 

the susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model. The SIR model comes from the field of epidemiology, 31 

where it is used to model the spread of disease in a population, modeled as a contact network 32 

(Kermack and McKendrick, 1927; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015). Here, we applied this epidemiologic 33 
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model to the propagation of seizure activity in a brain network. The model simulates the dynamical 1 

propagation of seizure activity from a seed region and the propagation throughout the brain 2 

(supplementary figure S1 A,B). Each brain region (nodes in the network) can be in one of three states 3 

(S-I-R). At the beginning, all regions are susceptible (inactive, state S), meaning they can be activated 4 

(state I), except for a few active regions that constitute the hypothesized epileptogenic zone (EZ). The 5 

active regions can propagate the activity to susceptible regions with probability beta, but only if they 6 

are structurally connected. The probability that a certain region switches from susceptible to active 7 

at a given time step depends not only on the parameter beta, but also on the number of active 8 

neighbors (neighbors are connected regions). Active regions can turn inactive again at each time step 9 

with a probability gamma, thereby becoming refractory such that they cannot be activated again 10 

(state R). Eventually, after many time steps the dynamics will reach a steady-state and all regions will 11 

be inactive (either in S or R states). 12 

The advantages of the model are that it is simple, it only has two parameters that need to be 13 

adjusted: beta (probability of transition S  I) and gamma (probability of transition I  R), yet has 14 

non-trivial dynamics. Also, the model is well-studied and its dynamic behavior has a strong 15 

theoretical basis (Newman, 2002; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015; Van Mieghem, 2014). It is therefore 16 

easy to apply while it is backed up with substantial theoretical background (Stam et al., 2016), and 17 

allows to study the general features of a spreading process on individual structural brain networks of 18 

patients. Spreading of seizures is in many respects rather similar to all sorts of other spreading 19 

processes taking place on networks; the mathematical properties of these spreading processes on 20 

networks have been studied in detail in the context of epidemic modelling. The point of the present 21 

paper is to use this knowledge to better understand network spreading of seizures and how it can be 22 

influenced. The intention was not to mimic the details of seizure propagation, but rather use the SIR 23 

model as an abstraction. 24 

To quantify the speed of the propagation of activity we calculated the fraction of active nodes at 25 

time step 10 (It=10) (supplementary figure S1 C). The fraction of active nodes can be plotted over time 26 

and will give a characteristic curve (specifically: a hyperbolic secant) when the spreading rate λ = beta 27 

/ gamma is above the epidemic threshold of λc (Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015). 28 

 29 

At the first time steps the curve increases exponentially when the activity propagates, after some 30 

time it reaches a maximum, and then decreases again as most active nodes turn into the inactive 31 

refractory state. It=10 captures how steep the slope of the propagation curve is at the beginning and 32 

indicates how fast the activity propagates. 33 
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Here, we ran the SIR model 10000 times for 200 discrete time steps and averaged the number of 1 

active nodes at each time step over the runs. The parameters were chosen such that the activity 2 

propagated to the entire brain in most runs, i.e. on average 98% of the nodes were in the R state at 3 

the end of the run. We fixed gamma at 0.03 and increased beta in steps of 0.001 until this criterion 4 

was met. Beta varied between 0.027 and 0.038 for the analyzed patient cohort. The model was 5 

programmed and run in MATLAB (version R2012a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick MA, USA). 6 

Surrogate for SIR model: Eigenvector Centrality (EC) difference 7 

We simulated the propagation of seizure activity as an epidemic process using the SIR model, and 8 

quantified the effect of a resection using the fraction of active nodes at time step 10. However, 9 

although this approach has a direct conceptual link with clinical practice, it was computationally too 10 

expensive in combination with the simulated annealing (see the section ‘Selecting connections: 11 

simulated annealing’). We have therefore used an alternative, faster, approach to quantify the effect 12 

of a resection on the seizure propagation, namely the reduction in centrality (after the virtual 13 

resection) of the hypothesized EZ nodes. In the following paragraph we explain the theoretical 14 

foundation for this choice. 15 

The SIR model simulates the propagation of seizures on a network. Initially, the propagation depends 16 

only on the two SIR parameters (beta and gamma) and the degree of the initially activated node 17 

(Barabási, 2016; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015). As beta and gamma are constants, the early part of the 18 

propagation correlates with the degree of the node. A larger degree results in a faster propagation of 19 

activity. Here, we use a surrogate for the propagation in the SIR model that is similar to the degree, 20 

but also takes the topology of the network into account (i.e. the degree of a node’s neighbors, and 21 

their neighbors, etc.): the Eigenvector Centrality (EC) (Bonacich, 1972). The EC is related to the 22 

concept of a random walker. If a node is chosen at random, the EC is the probability that the random 23 

walker is on that node. The movement of the random walker depends upon the propagation 24 

processes on the network (see Supplementary Information). The relation between spread and 25 

random walks on a network is emphasized in (Van Mieghem et al., 2017) by the introduction of the 26 

pseudoinverse of the Laplacian. Specifically, the diagonal elements of the pseudoinverse of the 27 

Laplacian (a graph vector with equal importance as the degree vector, which contains the diagonal 28 

elements of the Laplacian) can be used to rank the nodes in the network according to their spreading 29 

capability. Therefore, we use EC as a surrogate for how activity propagates on the network.  30 

 31 
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The EC is purely based on the topology of the network of the patient, whereas the SIR model 1 

simulates activity and thereby adds dynamics. We validated this surrogate measure by comparing the 2 

EC approach to the SIR model results in three patients (patient 1, 2, and 9). To this end, we calculated 3 

the EC of each node, and correlated it to the SIR model result (i.e. It=10) when using that node as seed 4 

region. The strength of the correlation was measured with Pearson’s correlation.  5 

Removing connections 6 

Candidate connections for resection 7 

The hypothesized EZ for each patient was based on the location of the resection area. The 3-month 8 

post-operative T1-MRI of each patient was linearly co-registered to a pre-operative T1-MRI using FSL 9 

FLIRT (version 5.0.10 with 12 parameter affine transformation). The AAL ROIs were overlaid on the 10 

co-registered post-operative scan. The ROIs that by visual assessment fell entirely or more than 50% 11 

within the resection area were labelled as hypothesized EZ nodes. To eliminate spread in the SIR 12 

model, all connections from infected to susceptible nodes should be removed (Van Mieghem, 2016). 13 

Our aim was to keep the propagation of activity from the hypothesized EZ nodes to nodes outside 14 

the hypothesized EZ (hereafter called neighboring nodes) minimal from the start. Therefore, we 15 

considered all binarized DTI connections from hypothesized EZ nodes to neighboring nodes as 16 

candidate connections for removal in the virtual resections. Note that all these candidate 17 

connections had been removed during the actual surgery. 18 

Measure of effect: EC difference 19 

The choice of which connections to remove from the candidate connections was based on the effect 20 

of their removal, quantified here as the EC difference of the hypothesized EZ (Figure 1). The EC 21 

difference is the difference in average EC of the hypothesized EZ nodes after removal of connections 22 

compared to the average EC before the removal. The EC difference, quantifying the reduction in 23 

centrality of the hypothesized EZ, was used as a surrogate measure of the reduction in speed with 24 

which a seizure propagates. 25 

Selecting connections: simulated annealing 26 

Generally, a large number of virtual resections are possible, meaning that many different 27 

combinations of connections can be removed. Testing each of these combinations constitutes an 28 

intractable combinatorial problem and we have therefore used simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et 29 

al., 1983) as optimization method to find the optimal combination, i.e. the one resulting in the 30 

largest effect (the largest EC difference as a surrogate measure of largest reduction in the speed of 31 
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seizure propagation). We used a MATLAB implementation of simulated annealing (J. 1 

Vandekerckhove, general simulated annealing algorithm, version 1.0.0.0., MATLAB Central File 2 

Exchange) to optimize for a large EC difference. As we aimed to maximize the EC difference, the 3 

algorithm minimized the negative of the EC difference (object function = - EC difference). Simulated 4 

annealing optimized the combination of a fixed number of candidate connections (i.e. for a fixed 5 

resection size), after it was given an initial guess containing a random selection among all candidate 6 

connections. The algorithm considered neighboring states that were generated from the previous 7 

state, in our case by changing one of the currently selected connections. We used the default 8 

parameters of the implemented algorithm (initial temperature: 1, stopping temperature: 10-8, 9 

annealing schedule: f(T) = 0.8T, maximum number of consecutive rejections: 1000, maximum 10 

number of tries within one temperature: 300, maximum number of successes within one 11 

temperature: 20). Simulated annealing was repeated for different resection sizes, hence an optimal 12 

EC difference was obtained for each resection size. The largest global EC difference is achieved when 13 

removing all candidate connections. This trivial solution with an effect of 100% was used as the 14 

reference point. However, the relation between the resection size and optimal EC difference was 15 

non-linear: the first removed connections contributed more to the effect than the last removed 16 

connections. This means that we can accept a 10% decrease in effect, while sparing substantially 17 

more than 10% of the connections. Here, we chose a resection with a slightly smaller effect (10%), 18 

but where several connections could be spared (Figure 2). The optimal resection (with a given 19 

number of connections, referred to here as the optimal size) was the one that achieved 90% of the 20 

effect of a full resection. To summarize, the goal was to reduce seizure spread by removing 21 

connections and at the same time sparing the brain as much as possible.  22 

Comparison to other selection methods that are based on network measures or random selection 23 

So far, the effect that removal of a connection had on the EC of the hypothesized EZ (in combination 24 

with the removal of other connections) determined whether that connection was included in the 25 

optimal resection. Other criteria could be used to determine the importance of a connection in the 26 

structural network: i) edge betweenness (Anthonisse, 1971; Girvan and Newman, 2002), and the ii) 27 

EC (Bonacich, 1972), iii) degree (Boccaletti et al., 2006), and iv) betweenness centrality (Freeman, 28 

1977) of the neighboring node of the hypothesized EZ to which the connection in question connects. 29 

The brain connectivity toolbox in MATLAB (version 2017-15-01) (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) was used 30 

for calculating edge betweenness, EC and betweenness centrality. We determined the effect of a 31 

resection with the optimal size (the same size as found by the simulated annealing algorithm), but 32 

choosing the connections based on these network measures. For comparison, the effects of 33 
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resections with the same number of randomly selected connections among the candidate 1 

connections were also computed (average and standard deviation for 100 random selections). 2 

Statistics 3 

The network characteristics of the connections from the hypothesized EZ that were spared were 4 

compared to those that were removed using an unpaired Student’s t-test. We compared the i) edge 5 

betweenness, and the ii) EC, iii) degree, and iv) betweenness centrality of the node outside the 6 

hypothesized EZ to which a removed/spared edge was connected. The p-values were corrected for 7 

multiple comparisons using the false-discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).  8 

We compared the EC difference (for a full resection) of the seizure-free patients to that for the 9 

patients who were not seizure-free using an unpaired Student’s t-test. The two surgical outcome 10 

groups were also compared for size (unpaired Student’s t-test) and location (Chi square test) of the 11 

hypothesized EZ. 12 

  13 
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Results 1 

The structural brain networks of 19 patients with temporal (n=15) and extratemporal (n=4 frontal) 2 

epilepsy were analyzed. After surgery, 14 patients were classified as Engel class 1 and were labelled 3 

as SF, whereas 5 patients were classified as Engel class 2-4 and labelled as NSF. First, the analysis was 4 

applied to all patients individually, followed by a comparison of the two surgical outcome groups. 5 

For each patient, the virtual resection was optimized by simulated annealing, for each resection size. 6 

An example of the analysis for one of the patients is shown in Figure 3. The optimal EC difference 7 

increased non-linearly as more connections were removed; this was the case for all patients. The 8 

non-linearity meant that the first removed connections had a greater contribution to the total effect 9 

than the last removed connections. Trivially, the largest EC difference was achieved when all 10 

connections were removed, i.e. corresponding to the resection that was performed during the actual 11 

surgery. Accepting a 10% smaller EC difference compared to the maximal EC difference spared 13 of 12 

the 38 connections (34.21%, which is substantially more than 10%) in this example. This meant that 13 

90% of the effect was obtained by removing only 25 (65.79%) of the candidate connections. The 14 

spared and removed connections are displayed in figure 3B. To conclude, the virtual resection was 15 

one-third smaller in this patient than the actual surgery, whilst achieving almost the same (90%) 16 

effect in terms of reducing seizure propagation in the model. 17 

The optimization results for all patients are shown in figure 4. Our optimization approach of sparing 18 

connections whilst achieving a 90% effect was compared to other resection strategies based on 19 

network characteristics, or random resections. On average, 27.49% (standard deviation: 4.65%) of 20 

the connections were spared when allowing for a 10% reduction in effect. The optimization strategy 21 

performed better (obtaining a larger reduction in EC) than a random resection of the same size in all 22 

patients. However, the effect varied between patients: in some patients optimizing the resection 23 

strategy yielded much better results than in others. The removal of connections on the basis of their, 24 

or their connected neighboring nodes’, network characteristics was also more effective than a 25 

random resection in most patients (edge betweenness: 18/19 patients; EC: 17/19 patients; degree: 26 

17/19 patients; betweenness centrality: 18/19 patients). In all patients, our approach performed 27 

better or equally to optimization based on the network characteristics of the connections or their 28 

connected neighboring nodes. However, there were differences among the network measures in the 29 

effect that could be achieved. In one patient (patient 11), all of the network measures performed 30 

equally to our optimization approach. In all other patients, the largest effects among the network 31 

measures were achieved when the resection strategy was based on the EC of neighboring nodes to 32 

which outgoing edges of the hypothesized EZ connected (note: not to be confused with the EC 33 
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difference of the hypothesized EZ), followed by betweenness centrality, degree and edge 1 

betweenness. The resection strategies based on network measures achieved the same effect as our 2 

optimized strategy in 8 patients. This shows that some connections, or the neighboring nodes to 3 

which they are connected, are more important than others in achieving a large effect. The most 4 

important connections are those that connect the hypothesized EZ to a neighboring node with high 5 

EC.  6 

These results lead to the question: can network measures predict which connections should be 7 

removed? To this end, we compared the network characteristics of the spared versus the removed 8 

connections (Figure 5). All network measures were significantly different between the two groups of 9 

connections: edge betweenness (t(546)=-6.20, 95% CI: -14.68, -7.62, p=1.09*10-9), EC of the 10 

neighboring node (t(546)=-18.24, 95% CI: -0.09, -0.07, p=8.94*10-58), degree of the neighboring node 11 

(t(546)=-18.15, 95% CI: -6.57, -5.29, p=1.12*10-57), and betweenness centrality of the neighboring 12 

node (t(546)=-11.63, 95% CI: -0.03, -0.02, p=5.66*10-28). Hence, central connections and connections 13 

from the hypothesized EZ to hubs were removed significantly more often than that they were 14 

spared. This makes sense intuitively: removing hub nodes or central connections limits the 15 

propagation of activity across the network. Thus, the network measures predicted that connections 16 

to neighboring hubs, or central connections, should be removed. 17 

We compared the surgical outcome groups to differentiate between the success of the optimized 18 

resection plans. The NSF patients appeared to have a larger EC difference of the hypothesized EZ 19 

(Figure 4), but otherwise did not show obvious differences to the SF patients with regards to the 20 

performance with the other resection strategies. We tested for the EC difference after removing the 21 

connections that achieved 90% effect and found that there was a trend for a larger effect for NSF 22 

than for SF patients, but it did not achieve statistical significance (t(17)=-1.88, 95% CI: -0.034, 0.002, 23 

p=0.08). On average, the EC of the hypothesized EZ tended to decrease to a greater extent after 24 

resection for NSF than for SF patients (Figure 6). Note though that before surgery the average EC of 25 

the hypothesized EZ was already larger in NSF patients than in SF patients, i.e. the hypothesized EZ 26 

tended to be a stronger hub in NSF patients. The larger initial EC of the hypothesized EZ, in 27 

combination with the fixed 90% improvement, thus explains the, at first glance seemingly 28 

counterintuitive, observation that the NSF patients had a tendency to show a larger effect of the 29 

virtual resection. The two groups did not differ in the size (t(17)=0.26, 95% CI: -2.09, 2.69, p=0.78 or 30 

location (temporal versus extratemporal: χ2(1)=0.0045, p=0.95) of the hypothesized EZ. 31 

Using the averaged structural matrix, the number of candidate connections was 26.89±6.81, 32 

compared to 28.84±7.79 using the individual matrices (see supplementary information). There were 33 
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no significant differences between using the average or individual matrices in the fraction of 1 

connections that had to be removed to achieve a 90% effect (paired t-test: t(18)=-2.09, p = 0.51) or in 2 

the achieved EC difference at 90% (paired t-test: t(18)=-1.38, p = 0.19). 3 

Using the a weighted structural matrix without thresholding, the number of candidate connections 4 

increased from an average of 28.84±7.79 in the thresholded and binarized network to an average of 5 

312.68±109.59 in the weighted network without threshold, as all connections were included. The EC 6 

difference at 90% did not differ significantly between the two analyses (paired t-test: t(18)=1.38, p = 7 

0.18). However, a significantly smaller fraction of connections had to be removed for the weighted 8 

network (0.04±0.01) compared to the binary network (0.72±0.05) (paired t-test: t(18)=60.55, p = 9 

2.94∙10-22). This result is not surprising, given that in a weighted network the strongest candidate 10 

connections have an unproportionally high influence on the EC and consequentially, the removal of 11 

the few strongest suffices to decrease the EC to 90% of the full effect. To alleviate this 12 

unproportional contribution to the EC, we took the logarithm of the weights and repeated the 13 

analysis. For the weighted log networks, there was no significant difference in the fraction of 14 

removed connections (0.74±0.07) compared to the binary networks (0.72±0.05) (paired t-test: t(18)=-15 

1.08, p = 0.30). Additionally, the weighted resection was mostly included in the binary resection 16 

(average: 83%). 17 

For the validation of the EC of the hypothesized EZ as a surrogate for seizure propagation, we 18 

compared, in three patients (1, 2, and 9), the EC of each node with the initial speed of propagation 19 

(It=10) in the SIR model (Figure 7), which revealed a strong correlation with an average of 0.95±0.02. It 20 

is therefore valid to use the EC difference of the hypothesized EZ as a proxy for the speed of seizure 21 

propagation in the SIR model. 22 

Taken together, the effect of our approach varied among patients and certain connections 23 

contributed more than others. Removal of connections to hub nodes or central connections resulted 24 

in a larger effect, as this probably limits the propagation of activity. NSF patients tended to show a 25 

larger decrease in EC than SF patients after connection removal, which was due to a large EC of the 26 

hypothesized EZ before the resection.  27 
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Discussion 1 

Summary 2 

We presented a computational model based on structural brain networks of individual patients and 3 

evaluated the effect of virtual resections on seizure propagation in a preliminary study. Instead of 4 

using the SIR model, we developed a surrogate, namely the EC difference, which correlated strongly 5 

with the SIR model results and was computationally feasible. Additionally, we solved the 6 

computational problem of not being able to test all possible combinations of connections by using 7 

simulated annealing, which selected the optimal combination of connections. We found that when 8 

allowing for a 10% decrease in effect compared to removing all connections as in the actual surgery, 9 

substantially more than 10% of the connections could be spared. This means that we were able to 10 

make smaller resections with almost the same effect as the actual surgery in our patient cohort. This 11 

approach performed better than a randomly selected removal of the same number of connections, 12 

and better or equal to removal based on network measures. For the network measures, the best 13 

performance was achieved by a selection based on the EC of the neighboring node outside the 14 

hypothesized EZ to which a removed connection was connected. Importantly, the effect of our 15 

approach varied per patient. Some connections contributed more to the effect than others: the 16 

connections to neighboring hub nodes were preferably removed. NSF patients had a tendency to a 17 

larger EC of the hypothesized EZ before the virtual resection (p=0.08), which could not be explained 18 

by differences in size or location of the hypothesized EZ. This may suggest that patients with a 19 

stronger pathological hub in the SOZ may need a more extensive resection or disconnection to 20 

become seizure-free. 21 

Smaller resection area 22 

We found that with a slightly smaller effect than the actual surgery many connections could be 23 

spared. Our reference was the removal of all connections that were cut during the actual surgery, 24 

namely the connections from the hypothesized EZ to the rest of the brain. A roughly similar 25 

reference was taken by Olmi and colleagues, who in their model also removed connections selected 26 

from those cut during the actual surgery (Olmi et al., 2019) and started modelled seizures in the 27 

hypothesized EZ. Instead of measuring the effect of removing connections (as in our approach), Olmi 28 

et al. aimed for the same effect that the actual surgery had in the model, namely no seizure 29 

propagation. They found that it was possible to achieve the same effect as the actual surgery with 30 

removing far fewer connections. However, as these authors suggest in their concluding remarks, 31 

their approach is more likely to be palliative than curative in terms of achieving true and lasting 32 

seizure freedom, whereas we provide actual follow-up in our patient population (SF and NSF groups). 33 
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It should be noted that the approach of removing connections is different from other modelling 1 

studies, which removed nodes instead (An et al., 2019; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Hutchings et al., 2 

2015; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018; Sinha et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). 3 

These studies typically identified epileptogenic nodes using their model and then removed the set of 4 

nodes labelled as epileptogenic (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Hutchings et al., 2015; Laiou et al., 2019; 5 

Lopes et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2017). Two studies found that their model predicted a smaller 6 

resection area for SF patients compared to the actual surgery (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Sinha et al., 7 

2017). For NSF patients, the model of Sinha et al. suggested an alternative location for the resection. 8 

Interestingly, Goodfellow et al. found that their model predicted a larger resection area for NSF 9 

patients (Goodfellow et al., 2016).  10 

Together, these results indicate that individualized tailoring of resections can be suggested using 11 

computer models. A tailored, often smaller resection area implies that less brain tissue is removed, 12 

and/or that surgery is performed using appropriate and patient-specific disconnection strategies 13 

(Quigg and Harden, 2014). Patients with complex extratemporal resections and patients with an 14 

overlap of the planned resection with eloquent cortex stand to gain the most. Smaller resections may 15 

result in fewer side-effects and cognitive complaints after surgery (Okonma et al., 2011), thereby 16 

improving the quality of life of the patient. The current study is only a proof-of-principle, but 17 

advances in surgical methods like the gamma knife (Quigg and Harden, 2014) or real-time 18 

visualizations of anatomical connections during surgery (Jenkins et al., 2016) allow for selective 19 

surgery. 20 

Network measures 21 

We found that all network measures identified the optimal selection of connections to be removed 22 

moderately well, even though they did not achieve the same effect as our model. Specifically, 23 

selecting connections for removal based on the hub measures of the neighboring node performed 24 

better than edge betweenness. In other studies, hub measures achieved similar results as applying a 25 

dynamical model; EC and BC of the removed nodes predicted surgical outcome moderately well 26 

(Sinha et al., 2017) and EC could separate the two surgical outcome groups if the optimal size was 27 

given by the model (Laiou et al., 2019). Node strength predicted the surgical outcome as well as the 28 

model (Sinha et al., 2017) and also classified surgical outcome if the optimal size was given by the 29 

model (Laiou et al., 2019). Olmi and colleagues used connection weight to select the connections 30 

from the hypothesized EZ to the rest of the brain that should be removed, which performed similarly 31 

to their model approach (Olmi et al., 2019). Based on these results, it might not be necessary to use 32 

the dynamical model for selecting the nodes or connections for removal, but only for evaluating the 33 
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effect of the removal. This approach has been used in of some studies that selected the nodes to be 1 

removed based on network measures directly (An et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018). Those studies 2 

selected the nodes to be removed based on the out-degree (another indicator of hubs) (Yang et al., 3 

2018) and based on modularity analysis (An et al., 2019). These results show that network topology is 4 

an important indicator of the dynamics that are generated by the models. Could network measures 5 

even replace the use of computationally expensive models? Models add dynamics to the network, 6 

and therefore mimic the modelled event (propagation of seizures) closer than static network 7 

measures do. On the other hand, these dynamics can seemingly be approximately predicted by 8 

network measures, which are much faster to calculate and do not need parameter estimation, 9 

especially at the earliest stages of the propagation (Pastor-Satorras et al., 2015; Suffczynski et al., 10 

2006). For example, the EC represents the probability that a random walker is at a randomly chosen 11 

node at any given time. In our study, hub measures were chosen because of their putative relation to 12 

spreading processes, which might explain why they were effective in some patients. However, the 13 

network measures related to the connections or neighboring nodes did not always perform as well as 14 

our model and could not replace the model in our setup. Nonetheless, if the network measures can 15 

perform as well as the models in all patients, they are preferable due to the straightforward and fast 16 

calculation. However, more refined work on this topic is needed to show which network measure or 17 

combination of network measures are best suited. 18 

Removed connections link the hypothesized EZ to hubs 19 

Previous studies have indicated that the EZ might act as a hub, from which seizure activity 20 

propagates to the rest of the brain (Nissen et al., 2017; Stam, 2014). Yang et al. took this idea as the 21 

basis for their computer model by using a hub measure (out-degree) as an indicator of the EZ (Yang 22 

et al., 2018). Another model study showed that the epileptogenic nodes in the model are hubs 23 

(Hutchings et al., 2015). Our study, however, suggests that, possibly more important than removing 24 

the hub in the EZ, the hub connecting the EZ to the rest of the brain should be removed (Stam, 2016). 25 

This result is not surprising, as the propagation pathways depend on the underlying network 26 

structure (Hebbink et al., 2017) and hubs facilitate early propagation (Misic et al., 2015). If the hubs 27 

are no longer connected to the EZ, propagation of seizure activity to the rest of the brain is 28 

hampered. Currently, it is unclear whether the EZ itself constitutes a hub or is connected to a hub 29 

(Nissen et al., 2016; Nissen et al., 2017; Nissen et al., 2018). In comparison to a hub-less EZ, many 30 

more connections need to be severed to stop seizure propagation in the case that the EZ is a hub 31 

itself (Olmi et al., 2019). This suggests that localizing the (pathological) hub might be more effective 32 

and result in a smaller resection area than localizing the SOZ. Two other model studies give further 33 

evidence that hubs should be removed during surgery (Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017). 34 
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Whether the hubs are inside or outside the EZ, these results suggest that hubs should be the target 1 

for surgery, rather than the SOZ. Generally, alternative resection strategies that do not encompass 2 

the SOZ might be successful (Lopes et al., 2019), and would be useful in cases were the SOZ is located 3 

in eloquent cortex (Zijlmans et al., 2019). 4 

Methodological considerations 5 

The main analysis results using the individual structural matrices did not differ significantly from the 6 

results obtained using an averaged structural matrix. This might be because of only small variation in 7 

the DTI’s of the patients (the thresholding and binarization even further decrease variation), and 8 

because of the small patient number (each patient’s individual matrix constitutes 1/19 of the average 9 

matrix). These results mean that for this study we could potentially have used the average matrix, 10 

but we chose to stay with the individual matrices, as we hope to extend this study to more patients 11 

and future refinement of the analysis might expose advantages of using the individual matrices. Our 12 

goal was a model tailored to the individual patient and hence we stick with individual data where it is 13 

available, even though the results in this analysis did not differ from results with the average matrix. 14 

The main analysis results using the binarized and thresholded structural matrices did not differ 15 

significantly from the results obtained using a structural matrix with the logarithm of the weights. 16 

This similar fraction of removed connections supports our choice for a threshold, even though finding 17 

the optimal threshold is a recognized issue in brain network science (van Wijk et al., 2010).  18 

In clinical practice, the ultimate goal is seizure freedom, though a significant reduction in seizures 19 

results in a considerable increase in quality of life of the patient. For our surrogate measure (EC 20 

difference), we chose to achieve maximally 90% of the effect of a full resection, as achieving 100% is 21 

trivial in our approach – the EC of an entirely disconnected SOZ would always be zero. The choice to 22 

find a balance between a large effect and a minimal resection means that seizure reduction is 23 

achieved rather than seizure freedom. This model is a first step towards a more refined model that 24 

would have to be tested in a clinical population. 25 

Strengths 26 

The main advantage of our model study is its simplicity. There are only few parameters that need to 27 

be estimated for the SIR model, and none for the proposed surrogate approach that minimized the 28 

EC of the hypothesized EZ. The model might show to give reproducible results in future studies, 29 

which is an important requirement for a computer model to be implemented in epilepsy surgery 30 

(Junges et al., 2019). So far, we have achieved virtual resections that were more effective than 31 
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random resections with a very simple model and even without considering resections in different 1 

locations away from the hypothesized EZ.  2 

Our model used structural instead of functional networks. In this way the structural pathways 3 

(‘roads’) are captured on which seizures propagate. However, these roads may be ‘open’ or ‘closed’ 4 

for the activity propagation (Lopes et al., 2017). We assumed that the model simulates functional 5 

activity that may or may not propagate, so that this process imitates the open or closed roads. 6 

According to this line of reasoning, simulating functional activity on a network of functional 7 

connections would be irrational (Bansal et al., 2018). We have therefore captured a more realistic 8 

setting: functional activity propagating on a structural backbone (Shah et al., 2019). 9 

Another advantage of using structural data for the individual networks is that the DTI scans are 10 

acquired non-invasively, unlike some studies that used functional networks based on invasive EEG 11 

recordings (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018; Sinha et 12 

al., 2017). Similarly, no seizure activity or sleep deprivation is required, whereas some previous 13 

studies relied on seizure activity for their model (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Laiou et al., 2019; Lopes et 14 

al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018; Steimer et al., 2017). However, recordings of interictal functional or 15 

structural activity are more patient-friendly, have fewer side-effects and are easier to acquire. 16 

Accordingly, methods that perform similarly using interictal data compared to ictal data (Yang et al., 17 

2018) are preferable to those that perform best using ictal data (Lopes et al., 2018). 18 

The model was individualized for each patient, which is a hallmark of precision medicine. The varying 19 

results for different patients underline the need for using personalized modeling of seizure spread. 20 

Other studies reported considerable variability among patients and epochs (Lopes et al., 2018) or 21 

recommended the use of individual structural networks (Proix et al., 2017). One study compared the 22 

use of an average structural network with individual networks and found that virtual resections were 23 

more effective in stopping seizure propagation in their model with the individual networks (Olmi et 24 

al., 2019). It is therefore important to use individual networks when optimizing virtual resections. 25 

Limitations 26 

The presented model is simple with very few parameters, but it does not capture the underlying 27 

biological basis. Instead, it captures one behavior that we want to study: the propagation of seizure 28 

activity. The seizure starts locally (few nodes in the model are active), spreads to connected areas 29 

(the number of active nodes increases), and eventually subsides (no more active nodes) (see Fig S1). 30 

A model should capture the behavior to be studied, but does not need to replicate the underlying 31 

biology truthfully or even approximate it (Suffczynski et al., 2005; Wendling et al., 2016). In fact, a 32 
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close match on details might even lead to false conclusions (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Prinz et al., 1 

2004). Thus, a model can capture the behavior in question without being true to the underlying 2 

biological basis. 3 

Validation of the model is difficult, as we were not able to compare the suggested smaller resection 4 

to any actual treatment, because all connections were severed in the actual surgery. Some of the 5 

similar model studies described above circumvented this problem by comparing the propagation 6 

pathways of the simulated activity in the model to the propagation pathways of seizure activity in 7 

SEEG recordings (Olmi et al., 2019; Proix et al., 2017). Hutchings and colleagues validated their model 8 

by comparing the model findings in left TLE patients to those in healthy controls: patients transited 9 

from a non-epileptogenic state to an epileptogenic state more often than controls, and the most 10 

frequent starting point for seizures in patients was the left hemisphere (Hutchings et al., 2015). 11 

Another possibility is to not use the information about the resection area or clinical SOZ for the 12 

model simulations, but for validation of the results. For example, Sinha et al. identified epileptogenic 13 

nodes in the model that overlapped with the clinically identified SOZ nodes (Sinha et al., 2017). The 14 

virtual resection of those epileptogenic nodes reduced the overall seizure likelihood in the model. 15 

Other model studies used surgical outcome for validation (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 2017; 16 

Lopes et al., 2018; Steimer et al., 2017). We aimed to validate our model by using surgical outcome, 17 

such that the model results would differ between NSF and SF patients. We found a difference 18 

between the two outcome groups, but this was simply due to a larger EC of the hypothesized EZ to 19 

begin with. The other studies that used validation found a large effect for SF patients and small effect 20 

for NSF patients (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Steimer et al., 2017) or a positive correlation between 21 

effect and surgical outcome (Lopes et al., 2017; Lopes et al., 2018). However, using surgical outcome 22 

is a start for validation, as the goal is to improve the surgical outcome. This underlines the need for a 23 

ground truth, which is inherently lacking in clinical research (Lytton, 2017). 24 

Outlooks 25 

Such computer models as the one we presented are the first step on a promising path: to create an 26 

individualized computer model that informs epilepsy surgery and thereby improves the outcome. 27 

The next milestone on this path is the prospective testing of such a model, where the model 28 

predictions made before the actual surgery are compared to the actual surgery and its outcome. 29 

Before such a step is taken, however, the model needs to be validated in a retrospective study and 30 

show a high accuracy that can be reproduced in an independent dataset. The validation is a challenge 31 

as the ground truth is inherently missing in clinical research. One possibility to approximate the 32 

ground truth of removing the areas or connection suggested by the model could be to temporarily 33 
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inhibit the areas using brain stimulation, such as intermittent transcranial magnetic stimulation 1 

(iTMS) or transcranial direct/alternating current stimulation (tDCS/tACS). This validation would be 2 

limited to the inhibition of certain locations and area sizes, but it could reflect the effect of some of 3 

the virtual resection strategies, although the effects of excitation/inhibition in a network are not 4 

straightforward to predict (Gollo et al., 2017). 5 

Alternative approaches to find the optimal connections for removal can be found in the extensive 6 

theoretical literature about the SIR model. For example, the link with the highest product of the two 7 

adjoining node’s EC can be removed as it increases the network’s epidemic threshold, below which 8 

activity does not propagate (Van Mieghem et al., 2011). Otherwise, a centrality measure that is more 9 

closely related to information flow can be employed: the pseudoinverse of the Laplacian reflects how 10 

well a node spreads information (Van Mieghem et al., 2017). 11 

Future models could be extended to indicate the percentage of improvement for different resection 12 

strategies, instead of giving a binary suggestion (recommended or not recommended). In this way, 13 

the risk and benefits of certain resection strategies could be balanced against each other. 14 

Furthermore, no-go areas can be incorporated that are blocked for removal. These blocked 15 

connections or areas could represent eloquent cortex, but also the practical implementation of 16 

certain strategies. For example, connections or areas might be grouped together and marked for 17 

resection as they are spatially close, or it might be impractical to resect one area and disconnect a 18 

remote connection at the same time. Additionally, here we only considered connections from the 19 

hypothesized EZ as candidates for resection. Including all network connections may result in more 20 

effective resections. Finally, nodes could be removed in the model instead of connections. 21 

Computer models help to solve current questions as well as practical challenges. Models on brain 22 

networks are not only applicable for epilepsy surgery, but might also prove useful in other fields such 23 

as tumor surgery (Aerts et al., 2019), external stimulation in epilepsy (Taylor et al., 2015) or in the 24 

healthy brain (Deco et al., 2019; Gollo et al., 2017), tau aggregation in Alzheimer’s disease (Yang et 25 

al., 2019), development of anti-epileptic medication (Lytton, 2016), and might aid the understanding 26 

on the structure-function relationship (Bansal et al., 2018) and mechanisms involved in epilepsy 27 

(Khambhati et al., 2016; Proix et al., 2018) and other diseases.  28 

 29 

Conclusion 30 

We used a surrogate measure for a simple computational model to perform virtual resections on 31 

individual structural brain networks. The goal was to reduce seizure propagation in the model and 32 
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thereby inform epilepsy surgery about the optimal strategy. Using the surrogate measure, a smaller 1 

resection achieved almost the same effect as the actual surgery, at a considerably smaller cost. The 2 

connections that were removed to limit seizure propagation were the connections to hub nodes that 3 

connected the hypothesized EZ to the rest of the brain. This showed that some connections 4 

contributed more to seizure propagation than others (in a way that can differ substantially between 5 

individualized patients) and that, when selecting specific connections, the connections that were less 6 

important for seizure propagation could be spared. A more limited resection could mean fewer side-7 

effects and cognitive complaints after surgery, thereby improving the quality of life of the patient. 8 

Computer models can aid epilepsy surgery by tailoring the resection area, testing competing 9 

resection strategies, and finding alternative resections when eloquent cortex overlaps with the 10 

seizure onset zone. Beyond epilepsy surgery, computer models can inform other types of 11 

neurosurgery (e.g. brain tumor surgery), help unravel the mechanism of epilepsy or other diseases 12 

(e.g. spread of tau pathology) and shed light on the general workings of the brain (e.g. how structure 13 

and function interrelate). Individualized models are another step in the direction of precision 14 

medicine, also in epilepsy. 15 
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Tables 1 

 2 

Table 1: patient characteristics of the seizure-free (upper part) and not seizure-free patients (lower 3 

part) 4 

F = female, M = male, R = right, L = left, Front = frontal, Temp = temporal, FCD = focal cortical 5 

dysplasia, WM = white matter, MTS = mesial temporal sclerosis, mMCD = mild malformation of 6 

cortical development, SF = seizure-free, NSF = not seizure-free 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 
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Figures 1 

 2 

 3 

Figure 1: Illustration of the EC difference of the SOZ. The EC of each node is based on the full network 4 

(nodes inside and outside the SOZ). First, the EC is averaged over the nodes in the SOZ. After 5 

removing connections, the EC per node is re-calculated based on the resected network. 6 

Subsequently, the EC is averaged of the SOZ nodes again. The difference in EC of the SOZ nodes is the 7 

EC before removal minus the EC after removal. Parts of the figure were visualized with the BrainNet 8 

Viewer toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013). 9 

 10 

http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/
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 1 

 2 

Figure 2: Workflow of selecting the connections to remove for each patient. The patient’s DTI 3 

connectivity matrix of white matter tract density between 92 ROIs is thresholded and binarized to a 4 

connectivity density of 11%. This connectivity matrix is the basis for the structural network. 5 

Subsequently, the connections from SOZ nodes to nodes outside the SOZ are identified – they were 6 

all severed in the surgery. Those connections are candidates for the virtual resection in our model. 7 

For each number of removed connections, the optimal choice of connections is found using 8 

simulated annealing. Simulated annealing optimizes for those connections that upon removal result 9 

in the largest EC difference of the SOZ. After the maximal achievable EC difference has been found 10 

for each number of removed connections, the number of connections yielding 90% of the EC 11 

difference compared to the maximum (when removing all connections) is found and removed. 12 

Because removing the first few connections has a larger effect than removing further connections, a 13 

relatively large number of connections can be spared yet still achieving an almost maximal effect. 14 
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The rationale behind the method is illustrated with the propagation of activity (red brain regions 1 

indicate active regions at the same time after seizure onset): removing the connections that decrease 2 

the EC of the SOZ results in a decrease in speed with which activity propagates. Parts of the figure 3 

were visualized with the BrainNet Viewer toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 4 

2013). 5 

 6 

Figure 3: Example of selecting the connections to remove for patient 15. (A) The selection was found 7 

separately for each number of connections using simulated annealing. After the removal of some 8 

connections from the SOZ to the rest of the brain, the EC difference of the SOZ increased. Removing 9 

all connections as in the surgery resulted in the highest EC difference. However, a 10% smaller 10 

increase in EC was achieved by removing only 25 of the 38 connections, thereby sparing 13 11 

connections (larger red star). (B) The connections from the SOZ to the brain regions outside the SOZ 12 

are displayed, including the 13 spared connections (green). Parts of the figure were visualized with 13 

the BrainNet Viewer toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013). 14 

 15 

 16 
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 1 

Figure 4: Comparison of various resection strategies for all patients. Removing all connections 2 

resulted in the largest EC difference (black stars). A 10% decrease in the EC difference was accepted 3 

(red stars), using simulated annealing to optimize which connections to remove, and thereby sparing 4 

connections. This method performed better than the average of 100 random resections (black cross 5 

with standard deviation), using the same number of removed connections chosen randomly from the 6 

candidate connections. For comparison, the same number of removed connections were also chosen 7 

using network measures: edge BC (blue triangles), EC (blue diamond), degree (blue circles), and BC 8 

(blue square). The three latter measures were based on the property of the connected node outside 9 

the SOZ. The not seizure-free patients are marked in red. 10 

 11 
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 1 

Figure 5: Can network characteristics predict which connections will be removed? A 10% decrease in 2 

EC difference spared several connections (compared to a full resection). The network characteristics 3 

of the connections that were spared were compared to those that were removed. The network 4 

characteristics were edge betweenness of the connection (A), as well as EC (B), degree (C), and 5 

betweenness centrality (D) of the node outside the SOZ that was connected to a SOZ node with the 6 

connection in question. Connections to hub nodes were removed significantly more often than that 7 

they were spared. The p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. 8 

 9 
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 1 

Figure 6: Seizure-free (SF) compared to not seizure-free (NSF) patients. Removing the connections 2 

that achieved 90% effect resulted in a significantly larger EC difference in the NSF group (t(17) = -3 

1.88, 95% CI: -0.034, 0.002, p = 0.08). This means that the EC of the SOZ showed a non-significant 4 

trend to decrease to a larger extent after connection removal in the NSF than in the SF group. The 5 

groups did not differ in the size or location of the SOZ. 6 

 7 
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 1 

Figure 7: Correlation of the nodal EC with the SIR model in three patients (patients 1, 2, and 9). The 2 

EC was calculated for each of the 92 nodes in the structural network. For the SIR model, each node 3 

was activated separately at the start (only one seed) and the number of active nodes at time 10 (It=10) 4 

was averaged over 10.000 runs. The correlation was strong with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 5 

averaging 0.95±0.02. 6 



Figures

Figure 1

Illustration of the EC difference of the SOZ. The EC of each node is based on the full network (nodes
inside and outside the SOZ). First, the EC is averaged over the nodes in the SOZ. After removing
connections, the EC per node is re-calculated based on the resected network. Subsequently, the EC is
averaged of the SOZ nodes again. The difference in EC of the SOZ nodes is the EC before removal minus
the EC after removal. Parts of the �gure were visualized with the BrainNet Viewer toolbox
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013).



Figure 2

Work�ow of selecting the connections to remove for each patient. The patient’s DTI connectivity matrix of
white matter tract density between 92 ROIs is thresholded and binarized to a connectivity density of 11%.
This connectivity matrix is the basis for the structural network. Subsequently, the connections from SOZ
nodes to nodes outside the SOZ are identi�ed – they were all severed in the surgery. Those connections
are candidates for the virtual resection in our model. For each number of removed connections, the
optimal choice of connections is found using simulated annealing. Simulated annealing optimizes for
those connections that upon removal result in the largest EC difference of the SOZ. After the maximal



achievable EC difference has been found for each number of removed connections, the number of
connections yielding 90% of the EC difference compared to the maximum (when removing all
connections) is found and removed. Because removing the �rst few connections has a larger effect than
removing further connections, a relatively large number of connections can be spared yet still achieving
an almost maximal effect. The rationale behind the method is illustrated with the propagation of activity
(red brain regions indicate active regions at the same time after seizure onset): removing the connections
that decrease the EC of the SOZ results in a decrease in speed with which activity propagates. Parts of
the �gure were visualized with the BrainNet Viewer toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et
al., 2013).

Figure 3

Example of selecting the connections to remove for patient 15. (A) The selection was found separately
for each number of connections using simulated annealing. After the removal of some connections from
the SOZ to the rest of the brain, the EC difference of the SOZ increased. Removing all connections as in
the surgery resulted in the highest EC difference. However, a 10% smaller increase in EC was achieved by
removing only 25 of the 38 connections, thereby sparing 13 connections (larger red star). (B) The
connections from the SOZ to the brain regions outside the SOZ are displayed, including the 13 spared
connections (green). Parts of the �gure were visualized with the BrainNet Viewer toolbox
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013).



Figure 4

Comparison of various resection strategies for all patients. Removing all connections resulted in the
largest EC difference (black stars). A 10% decrease in the EC difference was accepted (red stars), using
simulated annealing to optimize which connections to remove, and thereby sparing connections. This
method performed better than the average of 100 random resections (black cross with standard
deviation), using the same number of removed connections chosen randomly from the candidate
connections. For comparison, the same number of removed connections were also chosen using network
measures: edge BC (blue triangles), EC (blue diamond), degree (blue circles), and BC (blue square). The
three latter measures were based on the property of the connected node outside 1the SOZ. The not
seizure-free patients are marked in red.



Figure 5

Can network characteristics predict which connections will be removed? A 10% decrease in EC difference
spared several connections (compared to a full resection). The network characteristics of the connections
that were spared were compared to those that were removed. The network characteristics were edge
betweenness of the connection (A), as well as EC (B), degree (C), and betweenness centrality (D) of the
node outside the SOZ that was connected to a SOZ node with the connection in question. Connections to
hub nodes were removed signi�cantly more often than that they were spared. The p-values were corrected
for multiple comparisons using FDR.



Figure 6

Seizure-free (SF) compared to not seizure-free (NSF) patients. Removing the connections that achieved
90% effect resulted in a signi�cantly larger EC difference in the NSF group (t(17) = - 1.88, 95% CI: -0.034,
0.002, p = 0.08). This means that the EC of the SOZ showed a non-signi�cant trend to decrease to a
larger extent after connection removal in the NSF than in the SF group. The groups did not differ in the
size or location of the SOZ.



Figure 7

Correlation of the nodal EC with the SIR model in three patients (patients 1, 2, and 9). The EC was
calculated for each of the 92 nodes in the structural network. For the SIR model, each node was activated
separately at the start (only one seed) and the number of active nodes at time 10 (It=10) was averaged
over 10.000 runs. The correlation was strong with a Pearson’s correlation coe�cient of averaging
0.95±0.02.
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